CASE STUDY

Our client is one of the biggest Ukrainian political parties, which has a multi-level
hierarchical organizational structure comprising more than 380 branches in all
regions of the country. The party has dozens of active projects and tracks the
records of more than 50K constituents and members. The party engages in active
public and parliamentary activity and hosts hundreds of events monthly.
Till recent time all the information and plans of the party were shared using Google
Docs/Sheets. Since the party continued to expand, it perceived the need in a
powerful software platform to automate internal processes, facilitate
communication with supporters and constituents, and effectively manage all the
information collected and generated by the organization each day.
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The client requested to implement a software platform, which would systemize
and automate their internal processes. In particular, the solution had to:


Reduce large amount of paperwork and human factor errors



Establish a single database to store all organization data on the members,
events, activities, budget, inventory, KPIs, etc.



Assure role- and geo-based data access



Provide an easy and fast way to find any necessary information



Accelerate the process of case management



Create an inventory storage



Automate budgeting and KPI management processes



Provide
convenient and fast mean of internal communication and
information/news sharing

At the same time, the platform had to have a user-friendly and intuitive
interface which would be easy for use even for users with min computer skills.
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After analyzing all the client’s needs and project requirements, CiviCRM was
selected as the most appropriate platform, which provides a lot of functionality
meeting major needs of our client. Agiliway further extended CiviCRM with
additional custom modules and features which implement specific client logic such
as:
 New user interface
 Full localization
 Multi-level security
 Email integration

 Workplace by Facebook integration
 KPI module
 Inventory and budgeting
 And set of components – graphical Calendar, Document module, group event
registration
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1.

Setting up basic CiviCRM functionality

2.

Full Ukrainian localization of CiviCRM

12 796 lines
translated into Ukrainian
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3.

Simple and appealing User interface design with a quick access to all
personal data and activities including personal calendar, documents,
contributions, etc.
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4.

Graphical Calendar extension and dashlet with several beneficial features
such as:

 The ability to view cases, events and activities for a specific period of time
 Quick access to activities’ details
 The ability to create new cases, activities or events directly from the calendar
 Filters for better visibility
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5.

Security Module implements orgstructure-based access control for multi-level
organization :

Our custom Security Module implements access control which:
 Defines relationship between organizations (parent-child) via Civi Relationships
 Provides access to the information of:
o

Organization the user belongs to (e.g. for a branch member), or

o

Organization the user belongs to and all subordinate organizations (e.g.
for a regional manager)

 Applies access rules to all components including contacts, cases, activities,
events
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6.

Email Client integration (Round Cube) into CiviCRM.

To reduce administration time, an email account is created for every new CiviCRM
user automatically.
The system also provides Single sign-on (SSO) into CRM, Mail (Round cube),
Document storage (Next cloud) and Facebook

7.

Workplace by Facebook integration was implemented in order to provide an
easy and familiar communication channel within the solution for work chat,
team groups, project updates, instant messages or alerts.
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8.

KPI module for CiviCRM with elaborate client-specific KPI procedure, the ability to
retain KPIs history and calculate aggregate KPIs for different levels of the
organization.
The modules allows:

 Defining performance metrics, target values (poor, fair, good, excellent, etc.) for
each metric, and metric weight in the total score
 Automatically calculating KPIs using data available in CiviCRM as well as some
additional info
 Generating aggregated KPIs for different organization levels and entire
organization
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9.

CiviCRM and ERP integration so that the data in the two systems is
synchronized on regular base. This solution allows managing:

 Inventory: CiviCRM receives the information about the inventory of each branch.
Movement or utilization of inventory is done on request (implemented as
CiviCases).
 Budgeting: the module allows allocating budgets to the branches, consolidation of
budgets for regions and the entire organization, management of budget allocation
rules, tracking of the progress of budget expenditures, saving the history of
previous periods, and analysis of budget and expenditures by multiple parameters
 Contributions: the information about the new members, due payments, received
payments, and membership balance are synchronized daily and can be easily
accessed from the personal profile
 Contract Payments: the module allows to initiate a contract agreement with a
subcontractor and track the status of its approval, as well as access the history of
all subcontractor agreements
 Expenses: the module allows to access operational costs data and consolidate
expenses according to particular cost items
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10. Branch inventory page view
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11. Branch budget allocation page
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12. Google Maps integration into CiviCRM so that a user may easily set or view the
location of the planned event.
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As part of the project Agiliway configure and deploy the solution at AWS hosting.
The environment specifics include:
1.

Hosting of the solution at the Amazon servers

2.

Application server (Civi+Drupal) and the database are located on different
servers due to performance reasons

3.

Multi-AZ RDS is used to maintain DB replica in different regions and assue
high availability and failover

4.

Load Balancer is configured to automatically create a clone of MAIN SERVER 1
when load grows to assure server stability

5.

SES service is used for mass mailing

6.

Separate servers are configured for the corporate email and document
storage (implemented as NextCloud solution for CiviCRM)
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The CiviCRM based solution developed by Agiliway helped the client to systemize
and automate their core processes while enhancing security and collaboration. Due
to custom modules and features integrated into basic CiviCRM platform, the client
has received a single and reliable solution for organization members to perform
their daily duties.
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